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NOTIFICATION OF VOLUNTARY SAFETY RECALL 
 
Re: SI TECH Shell Inflation Valve Int’l Nipple for Diving Drysuits 

 

SI TECH is performing a voluntary safety recall of certain batch codes of two (2) models of 

its Shell Inflation Int’l Nipples.   SI Tech has initiated this precautionary measure after receiving 

notification of a potential discrepancy in the production batches listed below.  The discrepancy 

may lead to a loss of inflation capacity.  As the safety of those using SI TECH valves is paramount 

to SI Tech, we have initiated this voluntary recall.  

PRODUCT SUBJECT TO VOLUNTARY RECALL:  SHELL INFLATION VALVE INT’L NIPPLE 

HAZARD:    LOSS OF INFLATION CAPACITY 

PRODUCTION PERIOD:   2019-04-2 to 2021-05-03 

     Model Number:  25210  
 

Production Batch Codes:  JD1, JE2, JE5, JE6, JF6, JG2 ,JK6, JK9, JKA, 
JL1, JL3, KA7, KB8, KG2, KH3, KH4, KK7, 
KL3, LC1,  LC2, LC4, LC7, LC9, LD2, LD6, 
LD7, LD8) 

     Model Number: 25215    
 

Production Batch Codes:  JG1, KA9, LC5 
 

Instructions on how to identify the batch code can be found on www.sitech.se .  

Please note that this information relates to Shell type valves with an International Nipple only of 

the above listed production batch codes.  No other valves are subject to this notification.  Please 

note that the logo on the button may vary, eg. , SI TECH, other logos.  A sample picture of the 

Shell Inflation Value Int’l Nipple is in red below.   
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Shell  inflation valve 

Int´l  nipple- Subject to 

voluntary recall 
 

Shell  inflation valve 

cejn  nipple- Not 

subject to recall 

Skeleton  inflation 

valve- Not subject to 

recall 

Slide  inflation valve- 

Not subject to recall 

  

 

   

 

WARNING! DO NOT disassemble or service the valves yourself. SI TECH has appointed certified 

technicians to perform the replacement of the valve part subject to this notification. All 

service/disassembly of SI TECH valves must only be performed by SI TECH approved technicians. 

Assembly and service performed by unauthorized parties will result in the voiding of the warranty. 

If you have a valve subject to this notification, please contact the following address: 

     For North America (USA and Canada):  sitech@oceanequipment.ca  

      Rest of the world: recall@sitech.se 

Upon notification, SI TECH will forward shipping information to be used to forward the valve(s) 

with a completed notification form, which follows.  Your valve(s) will be handled by a SI TECH 

appointed technician and returned to you at no cost.    Expected turnaround time is 48 hours, 

upon receipt of the valves, excluding holidays. 

All inquiries related to this notice should be directed to the following email addresses: 

North America:  sitech@oceanequipment.ca  

Rest of the World:  recall@sitech.se   


